
If We Are Going to Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate

Pre-Reading

1 Before reading the article, discuss the following questions.

1. According to Canadian law, who is a Canadian citizen?

2. What are the requirements for obtaining Canadian citizenship? 

� If you have difficulty answering questions 1 and 2, search the Internet for the answers.

3. Read the title of the article. In which section of a newspaper would you find this article? 

4. In your opinion, what should the debate (mentioned in the title) be about? Who should participate
in it? What does the word “principled” refer to?

Reading

Background 

In 2006, a war in the Middle East threatened the safety of many Canadian citizens who were living in Lebanon.
Canada, like other countries, helped its citizens evacuate from Lebanon. News reports pointed out that some
evacuees had never lived in Canada or had weak ties to this country. The evacuation sparked debate about the
value of Canadian citizenship and accompanying rights and responsibilities, both for the government and Canadian
citizens. The article below discusses some of these issues in greater depth.

(continued)

If We Are Going To Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate

Adapted with permission from an article by Natalie Brender, first printed on April 8, 2009

On April 17, 2009 a new law comes into effect changing the rules of citizenship. From that date on,
when foreign-born Canadians have children born abroad, those children cannot inherit Canadian
citizenship. Under the current rules, such children do receive citizenship and retain it as adults – even 
if they’ve never stepped foot in this country – by showing knowledge of Canada and the ability to speak
English or French.

The new law stems from the 2006 evacuation of 15,000 Canadian citizens from war in Lebanon, many
of whom subsequently returned to Lebanon. At the time, the federal government condemned so-called
citizens of convenience who use Canadian citizenship as protection against turmoil in their home
countries. The new law ensures that only one generation of emigrant Canadians will gain such
“conveniences” in the future.
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If We Are Going to Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate (Cont.)

It seems this is not the only citizenship reform being considered. The Citizenship and Immigration
Minister recently made comments suggesting that further steps be taken to make Canadian citizenship
more difficult to obtain.

At an event in Alberta last month, the Minister was asked about “birth tourists,” who come to Canada 
to have their children so they can acquire citizenship. He said his department is considering how to
prevent such people from abusing our generosity. He mentioned the estimated quarter of a million
Canadian citizens living in Hong Kong and the 50,000 or more in Lebanon – and the current right 
of these citizens’ great-grandchildren to become Canadian citizens – as further evidence of abuse. 
In another recent speech, he suggested there be tighter enforcement of the existing rule that immigrants 
be able to speak an official language before being granted citizenship. 

There are reasons to think Canada ought to change its citizenship policies in an age of accelerated global
travel and migration – and lots of reasons for caution, too. A principled public discussion of the value
and purpose of Canadian citizenship has yet to take place.

What would such a discussion look like? It would begin by acknowledging that many Canadians, native-
born and immigrants alike, see our citizenship as instrumentally valuable in a world of porous borders: 
it brings rights of entry, protection abroad and other social benefits. If this sounds opportunistic, the fact
is that opportunism abounds on both sides. Successive governments have wooed talented and wealthy
immigrants to choose Canada by offering easy access to citizenship’s benefits. The bargain has been
overwhelmingly successful for Canada, economically and socially. The presence of Canadian citizens
abroad also helps Canada through the bilateral economic activity they generate, their nation-building
efforts in developing countries and their informal status as goodwill ambassadors. 

From this instrumental perspective (i.e., judging how citizenship rules benefit Canada and its people over
the long term), the new law may seem unjust and unwise. As immigrant advocates have noted, 
it renders foreign-born Canadians unequal to native-born ones in the capacity to pass citizenship to
children born while parents are studying or working abroad. It is arguably a law unsuited to an age in
which citizens often temporarily live abroad without losing ties to home.

From a stakeholder perspective, however, it may be that a healthy Canadian democracy does demand
tighter citizenship rules. Migration scholar Rainer Bauboeck has proposed that democracies adopt a
“stakeholder citizenship” criterion to define which people, regardless of where they live, have ongoing
substantive ties to a country.

This perspective suggests that with citizenship come significant responsibilities as well as rights. It
implies that conferring citizenship on extended generations born abroad, or to children born to parents
temporarily in the country, works against the goal of ensuring that only those with a substantial interest
in Canada’s well-being can make use of the benefits of citizenship.

But it isn’t an either-or choice: citizenship has both instrumental and intrinsic value for Canada and its
people. That’s why debates about citizenship law should be fraught with complexity – and why they do
need to take place. When the government introduces further changes, it owes Canadians an account of
the goals and values it aims to advance. Federal legislators must ensure that a full and principled debate
on these topics happens before further citizenship laws are passed. 
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If We Are Going to Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate (Cont.)

Vocabulary Building

2 The sentences below contain words from the article. Try to use context clues from the article to
guess the meaning of each underlined word. Then replace the underlined words with synonyms and
rewrite the sentences using the synonyms. (You may need to change the grammatical structure for
some sentences.)

1. They have never stepped foot in this country. (par. 1) 

2. The new law stems from the evacuation of Canadian citizens from Lebanon in 2006. (par. 2) 

3. Having been rescued by the Canadian government, many Canadian citizens subsequently returned
to Lebanon. (par. 2) 

4. Successive governments have wooed talented and wealthy immigrants to choose Canada. (par. 6) 

5. The bargain has been overwhelmingly successful for Canada. (par. 6) 

6. Many Canadians, native-born and immigrant alike, see our citizenship as valuable. (par. 6) 

7. Our citizenship is valuable in a world of porous borders. (par. 6) 

8. The new law renders foreign-born Canadians unequal to native-born ones. (par. 7) 

9. Conferring citizenship on extended generations born abroad works against some goals. (par. 9) 

10. Debates about citizenship law should be fraught with complexity. (par. 10) 

3 The following expressions/phrases come from the article. In your own words, explain what they
mean using the context of the text. You can use different grammar structures as long as the
meaning expressed in the sentence remains the same.

1. Opportunism abounds on both sides (par. 6) means …

2. … live abroad without losing ties to home (par. 7) means …

3. This perspective suggests that with citizenship come significant responsibilities as well as rights
(par. 9) means …

4. It (the government) owes Canadians an account of the goals and values (par. 10) means that the
government should … 

5. … Debates about citizenship law should be fraught with complexity (par. 10) … means … 
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If We Are Going to Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate (Cont.)

Grammar Focus

To express emphasis or importance, you can use the following structures:

• Emphatic do: used before the main verb in the base form to make the expression or feeling stronger. For example:
We did make sure that all the issues were discussed publicly. I do believe we can meet the deadline.

• Subjunctive mode: used after certain words to express the idea that something is necessary, urgent or
important. The verbs and adjectives followed by subjunctive include propose, suggest, recommend, insist,
demand, it is essential, it is important, it is urgent, it is crucial, etc. For example: It is essential that these
issues be debated. 

4 In the text, the author uses different ways to express importance or emphasis. Among them are 
the emphatic do and the subjunctive mode. Find examples of these structures in the article. Then,
using those structures, write sentences expressing your opinion about issues related to citizenship.

Emphatic do

1.

2.

Subjunctive mode

1.

2.

3.

Comprehension 

5 Circle True or False for each statement below. Then check your answers in the first part of the
article (par. 1–5).

1. The April 2009 changes to the citizenship law affect all foreign-born Canadians 
who have children. T F

2. The new law ensures only one generation of emigrant Canadians has access to the benefits 
of Canadian citizenship. T F

3. The large number of Canadian citizens living permanently abroad was not a factor in the
government’s decision to make a new law. T F

4. The present government (in the article) is considering further changes to the citizenship law. T F

5. There may be reasons for changing the citizenship law in a time of increased migration 
and global travel. T F
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If We Are Going to Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate (Cont.)

6 How carefully do you pay attention to the details in a text? Answer the questions below and then
find the answers in the first part of the article (par 1–5).

1. When did the new citizenship law take effect? 

2. When did the war in Lebanon take place? 

3. How many Canadian citizens are currently living in Hong Kong?

4. On what occasion did the Minister talk about birth tourists?

5. Who are birth tourists? 

6. What does the term citizen of convenience mean?

7 Read the second part of the article (paragraphs 6–10). Each sentence below summarizes one 
of those paragraphs. Number the sentences below corresponding to the correct paragraph.

Paragraph 
number Paragraph summary

One of the goals of citizenship law should be to ensure that people who enjoy the benefits
of citizenship also have responsibilities to Canada. 

Canada has benefited greatly by granting citizenship to talented and wealthy immigrants
who have helped to shape Canadian society.

Before the government introduces further changes to the citizenship law, it should openly
discuss the goals and values it wants to promote. 

Perhaps tighter citizenship rules are needed to maintain a healthy Canadian democracy.

The new law treats foreign-born Canadians who give birth to children while they are
living outside of Canada differently than native-born Canadians. 

8 Read the article again, and answer the following questions. 

1. In the article, the author uses different terms for Canadian citizens. What are they? Which of them
have a negative connotation?

2. In the article, the author presents the views (on citizenship) of the government of that time. What
are these views? Find them in the text.

3. When the Minister says … his department is considering how to prevent such people from abusing our
generosity …, what generosity does he refer to?
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If We Are Going to Talk Citizenship, Let’s Have a Principled Debate (Cont.)

4. Why does the author think citizenship policy needs a debate?

5. Do you think the author of the article supports the government’s view on the citizenship issue?
How do you know this? 

6. According to the article, what is an instrumental perspective on citizenship?

7. What benefits of easy access to citizenship are listed in the article?

8. What are the disadvantages of the new law?

9. Quoting a migration scholar, the author suggests considering stakeholder citizenship a criterion 
in the discussion. Who are the stakeholders that she is referring to?

10. Why should the debate on citizenship be such a complex one?

9 Write a two-paragraph summary of the main ideas presented in the article. Your summary 
could include:

• background information

• arguments for the change to the citizenship law 

• expression of the need for a debate on the issue

• two perspectives on the issue of the citizenship

• suggestions on what needs to be done

Giving Opinions

10 Discuss the questions below.

1. What is your opinion on the new citizenship law?

2. Do you think the requirements for obtaining Canadian citizenship are too strict, not strict enough
or about right? Why?

3. What requirements for Canadian citizenship do you think potential citizens should meet? 

4. Canada allows dual citizenship. How do you think it benefits our country and its citizens? What are
some pros and cons of dual citizenship?

11 Work in small groups. Write an opinion statement expressing your view on the new citizenship law.
Post it on a class blog or wiki; have other classmates respond to it.
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